Inkjet Solutions Case Study

More than a century old, SuttleStraus began as a small family
company with a reputation for a
high level of service and quality
products. Over the years, the
product lines and services have
changed, but the company’s
commitment to listening to clients
and doing everything possible
to meet and exceed their needs
remains the same. Today, the
company employs about 200

Suttle-Straus Adds Second VUTEk
Grand Format Printer
Challenge:
“We were very pleased with the growth delivered by our EFI VUTEk
QS3200 and saw the opportunity to step up our game by adding a
second superwide format press. We were seeking both redundancy
and extra capacity for this growth segment of our business.”
—Ted Straus, Executive Vice President/COO

people, has revenues of about
$38 million, and continues to
invest in innovation designed
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the type of work the company would be producing and would eliminate
the need to outsource most of its grand format work. As the volume of
work grew, the company needed to add more capacity and also wanted
redundancy in its wide format operation. Finding a new printer that would
also extend the range of applications that could be produced would be an
extra bonus.

Solution
In making the investment decision for its second superwide format
system, the LED UV-curing VUTEk GS3250LX printer, Suttle-Straus turned
to Heidelberg, an EFI distribution partner for VUTEk products.
“Although we don’t have any Heidelberg presses,” Straus comments,
“we have a significant amount of Heidelberg finishing equipment and
a long-standing partnership with the company. We chose to acquire
the GS3250LX through the Heidelberg channel as an extension of that
relationship. While EFI is, of course, still the backbone of the service
infrastructure for our VUTEk printers, we have the familiarity working our
existing, cross-trained Heidelberg technicians as the first level of response
should service issues occur.”

Solution:
“By adding an EFI VUTEk
GS3250LX to our production
platform, we accomplished
the goals we set out to
achieve. In addition, we have
been able to take advantage
of the low curing temperature
of the GS3250LX’s LED curing
system to expand the range
of substrates we can use.”
— Ted Straus

Executive Vice President/COO
Suttle-Straus, Inc.

EFI is also the backbone of the Suttle-Straus management information
system (MIS) infrastructure: the company uses EFI PrintStream to direct
its entire value stream, including direct mail, digital and offset printing
and fulfillment. Straus is pleased about the level of respect EFI gives
its customers. While PrintStream’s benefits are being incorporated into
other EFI MIS products, Suttle-Straus does not have to migrate to those
products to receive full-service functionality. “We are happy with the
progress we see EFI making with integration of PrintStream fulfillment
capabilities into its Monarch and Pace™ products,” Straus reports, “but we
are not in a hurry to make a switch.”
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Suttle-Straus uses the EFI™ Fiery® front-end software throughout its
plant, including a Fiery front-end it has for its proofing workflow. “The
connectivity between Fiery and our Prinergy proofing system is important
to us,” Straus says, “since we can send the same PDF to various proofers
and to our platemaker in a ‘refine once, output many’ approach.”
Fiery’s consistency and quality help the company maintain accurate color
no matter what type of printing it is doing. Suttle-Straus produces retail
kits, for example, that often include materials produced on a wide variety
of printing technologies.
“The Fiery XF RIPs used with our VUTEk printers provide us with
exceptional color management capabilities, ensuring that we can color
match across our offset and digital production capabilities,” says Straus.
Suttle-Straus is G7 Master-Certified, so compliance across its production
platform is critical to the firm and its clients. With Fiery XF, the firm’s
VUTEk printers deliver very impressive output, according to Straus.
“These printers are extremely stable,” he says. “We find that we calibrate
them much less frequently than we have to calibrate our digital tonerbased press, which requires almost daily calibration.”
Results
In addition to enabling a wider range of substrates due to its lower curing
temperatures, the company’s new VUTEk GS3250LX printer also features
eight color channels plus white. “These features opened up both the color
and substrate gamut for our superwide format business,” adds Straus.
“It also lays down more droplets, creating a sharper image. The VUTEk
GS3250LX is a terrific complement to our existing production platform.”
Suttle-Straus’s superwide format business is primarily focused on retail
point of purchase (POP) graphics and environmental applications such as
wall coverings, store fixture accents, wall signage and cut lettering.
“The VUTEk GS3250LX, installed in December of 2012, is already adding
value in some of our key application areas,” Straus explains. “For example,
we are able to produce board member plaques that go in hospitals on
very thin mylar, which we couldn’t use before and which represents a
significant improvement in the quality of that product. We expect to find a
number of other areas where we can reengineer existing products to take
advantage of the VUTEk GS3250LX’s special capabilities moving forward.”

Results:
“Digital printing accounts for
about 20% of our revenues
today, and superwide
format is about half of
that. We anticipate that
the addition of the VUTEk
GS3250LX will contribute
to continued growth in this
part of our business. We
expect that superwide
format is likely to double
over the next three years.”
— Ted Straus

Executive Vice President/COO
Suttle-Straus, Inc.

Beat the competition and profit with EFI’s integrated Fiery ®,
VUTEk®, Jetrion®, EFI Wide Format, Print MIS and Web-to-Print
solutions. Visit www.efi.com to learn more.

Why EFI?
EFI™ (www.efi.com) helps businesses worldwide bring their
visions and goals to life with a scalable, digital product portfolio.
Our powerful servers; controllers; RIPs; inkjet printers, and precise
color and imaging solutions help companies increase their brand
recognition and market reach on signs, buildings, bus wraps,
graphic displays and more. Our business automation software
helps companies work faster and more cost-effectively. Our
office, enterprise and mobile cloud solutions help companies
create, access, and communicate impactful information that can
win them more business.
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